Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Education

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: April 8, 2004

Location: Committee Room 1

Remarks:

**HB 96 CRANE**

**LICENSING:** Allows BESE to disordinary an applicant for employment or for a license, permit, or certificate for an occupation, trade, or profession based solely on the applicant having a prior criminal record

**HB 173 CRANE**

**SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES:** Provides relative to salary supplements for certain school employees who have acquired certain credentials

**HB 213 CRANE**

**EDUCATION/SPECIAL:** Specifies that the special education advisory panel shall be appointed by BESE instead of the Dept. of Education and removes requirement relative to numbers of persons representing certain groups on the panel

**HB 258 CRANE**

**EDUCATION/SPECIAL:** Provides relative to residential status of children with exceptionalities and other eligible children enrolled in state-operated programs and facilities and receiving educational services provided by the special school district

**HCR 23 LAFLEUR**

**EDUCATION:** Memorializes congress to take appropriate action to expedite the approval process necessary for foreign teachers to teach in the state's French immersion program

**HCR 24 LAFLEUR**

**BOARDS/COMMISSIONS:** Continues the Louisiana Commission on French, created in 2001, to assess the condition of the French language in Louisiana

________________________________________
CARL CRANE
Chairman